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Abstract. Fiducial marker systems have unique designs and various
geometric shapes but all of them could be automatically detected with
cameras. Fiducial marker system are used in such fields as augmented
reality applications, medicine, space and robot-assisted tasks. A variety
of applications determines criteria, which characterize qualitative prop-
erties of a marker and include such evaluation benchmarks as resilience
to occlusion, distance to a marker, false positive and false negative rates,
sensitivity to illumination, and others. This paper presents experimen-
tal comparison of existing ARTag, AprilTag, and CALTag systems with
regard to their reliability and detection rate in occlusions of various types
and intensities. Two camera types are used for experiments: inexpensive
Web camera FaceCam 1000X and a high fidelity camera, which is a
main vision sensor of a Russian humanoid robot AR-601M. In addition,
we describe preliminary results of virtual experiments in ROS Gazebo
environment. Our long term goal is to calibrate humanoid robot manip-
ulators in real-world environment applying a pre-calibrated camera of
the robot, while the presented in this paper results help selecting a most
suitable marker system for further calibration procedures.
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1 Introduction

Fiducial markers (or fiducials) are important elements of camera tracking sys-
tems using computer vision technologies that find applications in various areas,
including but not limited to physics, robotics, metrology, cell biology, medicine
(medical imaging, MRI) etc. In robotics, fiducials allow calibrating cameras [6]
and mechanical parts of a robotic system, which are required for industrial appli-
cations, human-robot interaction, robot navigation [9], mapping [13], localization
tasks [4]. Fiducial marker systems use different computer vision algorithms to
detect a marker (also referred as a tag) in a camera frame and different design,
which depends on a particular application task of the marker. Most popular
markers have square or circle shape. A square shape is applicable due its four
corner points corresponding to sufficient calibration points for a 3D pose esti-
mation. Most markers are bitonal in order to reduce light sensitivity and use its
interior to store identification number (ID) within a binary code. For detecting
planar markers in camera frames an appropriate algorithm of computer vision is
applied. Most of them extract lines (e.g., RANSAC detector, Hough transform)
or edges of a camera frame (e.g., Canny edge detector, Sobel edge detector).
For circle shape markers a system finds circles in the image (e.g., with OpenCV
Hough circle transform algorithm). After this steps the system finds tag’s corner
points (e.g., with OpenCV find corners algorithms via Harris corner detector
algorithm). Finally, a computer vision algorithm extracts information from the
tag (e.g., a binary code in a tag interior or via an image as an interior provides
identification number of the marker). Consider a simple option of tag detec-
tion and recognition. First, the system converts an image into a gradation of a
grey image. For a line detection, ARToolKit system uses a threshold parameter.
After that, the system extracts edges and finds corners. Using these corners,
the system calculates 3D coordinates of the marker and defines its position. To
identify the marker, the symbol (image) inside the marker is matched against
ARToolKit templates set. If the system succeeds finding a matching template,
it outputs an ID of the tag and projects virtual object (via known tag position
and orientation) into a video frame.

Our long term goal is Russian humanoid robot AR-601M mono camera and
manipulators calibration [10] in real-world environment using fiducials. Each
fiducial system has its strengths and drawbacks that are derived from the original
special area of its application. Therefore, we need to compare markers in order to
select the most suitable marker system among multiple existing systems for our
specific task. We are particularly interested in marker occlusion resistance since
occlusion is very common while working with humanoids manipulators. Markers,
both placed on a humanoid body surface or externally to the robot, may easily
get occluded with varying intensities by other objects within the workspace, e.g.,
even with the humanoid’s own manipulators. Moreover, when a marker is placed
on the humanoid body surface, the marker will have some inclination angle(s)
with regards to the camera, which also affects marker detectability [6].
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This paper focuses on comparing ARTag, AprilTag, and CALTag marker
systems in a presence of occlusion. We test their reliability and detection rate in
presence of occlusions of various types and intensities using humanoid robot AR-
601M mono camera. In particular, these preliminary experiments are important
prior to verification of real marker occlusions with AR-601M robot, which would
often occur due to self-occlusions of the markers with the robot’s manipulators.
The experimental analysis helped us to select a best-fit option among the three
marker systems. We tested their reliability and detection rate in a presence of
various types of occlusions and marker rotations using two different cameras: a
simple generic web camera FaceCam 1000X and AR-601M humanoid [10] (Fig. 1)
mono camera Basler AG acA640-90gc. In addition, we compared results of each
experiment and analysed the dependence of the results on the camera models.

Fig. 1. Russian humanoid robot AR-601M.

The rest of the paper if organized as follows. Section 2 describes ARTag,
AprilTag, CALTag marker systems in details and briefly overviews other exist-
ing marker systems. Sections 3 and 4 present experiment design and experimental
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results using FaceCam 1000X Web camera respectively. Section 5 presents exper-
iment design and experimental results using mono camera Basler AG acA640-
90gc. Section 6 discusses preliminary results of marker detection virtual experi-
ments in ROS Gazebo environment in a presence of artificially added Gaussian
noise. Finally, we conclude in Sect. 7.

2 Fiducial Marker Systems

Marker implementation areas directly define unique design of a tag. Large num-
ber of different fiducial systems have a same feature - an outlining shape frame
(e.g., a square or a circle) with a pattern image inside, which is called marker
interior and encodes useful information. Square is the most popular marker shape
due to four special points detection ability, which allow camera calibration and
marker position calculation [8]. Different tag design, detection and recognition
algorithms determine strengths and weaknesses of tags in various situations.
Typical criteria that are applied for evaluating tag performance include resilience
to occlusion (full or partial overlapping of tag by another object), resistance to
illumination changes, minimal size of marker (distance to marker), false positive
effect, false negative effect and others [5].

This section introduces ARTag, AprilTag and CALTag marker systems
(Fig. 3) and briefly overviews some of other existing fiducials. A large group of
markers, including ARTag, AprilTag and CALTag, have two steps of detection:
unique features detection stage and identification (or recognition) stage. At the
first stage, the environment image is searched for unique features (quadrilateral
shapes and four corner points). Then, at the identification stage, the selected
image interior is verified in order to determine if it is marker or some other
general object of the environment.

Fig. 2. AR-601M humanoid robot eye mono camera Basler acA640-90gc.

Fig. 3. From left to right: ARTag, AprilTag and CALTag fiducial marker systems.
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2.1 ARTag

ARToolKit fiducial marker system, which had a first release in 1999, is a clas-
sical open-source visual tracking library for calculating orientation and position
of a camera relatively to markers in real time [11]; this system is popular for
projecting virtual objects onto a real world environment. ARTag was inspired
by ARToolKit system [9] and uses more complicated data processing in order to
increase reliability and resistance to illumination changes. ARTag is supposed to
replace ARToolKit due to improved 2D-based markers as it succeeds avoiding a
known false positive effect and inter-marker confusion. This system implements
the same idea of square shape, four corner points (i.e., feature points for detec-
tion) and uses individual internal pattern. It differs from ARTollKit by applying
a digital approach (binary code) for an internal pattern instead of a simple image.
ARTag system contains 2002 individual tags of square shape: 1001 tags with a
white frame and 1001 tags with a black frame with an image (barcode) inside
(Fig. 3, left). Marker system uses edge point detector to find edge pixels of seg-
ments, which are then grouped into quadrilaterals. A tag internal image forms a
6×6 cell grid, which is composed of black and white cells, each representing 36
bit-values of “1” and “0”: the first 10 bits are responsible for marker unique ID,
the remaining 26 bits are used for detecting and correcting errors and insuring
the uniqueness of the four possible marker orientations [6].

2.2 AprilTag

AprilTag marker system (Fig. 3, center) was developed by April Robotics Lab-
oratory at the University of Michigan. AprilTag is applicable for a wide range
of tasks, including camera calibration, robotics, augmented reality etc. It allows
calculating exact position, orientation and identity of a marker relatively to a
camera. The detection process consists of several stages: searching for linear seg-
ments, detecting squares, calculating the position and orientation of the tag, and
decoding the barcode [12]. Directed linear segments search uses similar to ARTag
approach, and then sequences of segments are processed to form a square. Square
detection applies a recursive 4-level depth search and at each level the tree adds
one side of the square. At the identification stage the validity of the barcode
inside the discovered marker is verified. To encode an internal picture, AprilTag
uses a lexicode system characterized by two parameters: number of codeword
(internal pattern) bits and minimal Hamming distance between any two codes.
Lexicode generates codes for tags, which allows detecting and fixing bit errors.
AprilTag has several marker families that differ in two parameters: the number
of bits to encode and the minimal Hamming distance. For example, “Tag36h11”
means a 36-bit marker (6×6 array) with a minimal Hamming distance of 11 bits
between any two codes and “Tag16h5” refers to a 16-bit marker (4×4 array)
with a minimal Hamming value of 5 bits between any two codes. AprilTag sys-
tem is characterized by an increased number of different codes (barcodes), an
increased number of bit errors that could be detected and corrected, reduced
false positives and confusion between the tags, a reduced total number of bits in
the tag, and a decreased marker size.
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2.3 CALTag

After analysis of classical chessboard-based camera calibration and fiducial mark-
ers approach, CALTag marker was proposed as a specially designed solution for
camera calibration [2]. The system consists of two components: a marker and
a detection algorithm. A calibration marker is used in a proposed calibration
grid, which is externally identical to a chessboard (Fig. 3, right). The tags layout
within this grid has two variations on tags density. A grid with a highest markers
density provides a larger number of calibration points and is thus more reliable
and efficient for recognition. Each marker consists of M × N matrix of black
and white squares, which are encapsulated within a boundary that consists of
strictly black or white pixels. After initial detection of potential markers, they
are filtered and verified by accessing their binary codes. Any missed calibration
points of the template are restored by CALTag system as the chessboard layout
is known in advance. The binary tag code is validated by calculating the first P
bits checksum and comparing it with a checksum that is obtained from all four
possible rotations [2].

2.4 Other Fiducial Marker Systems

The number of various existing fiducial marker systems is large, and this sub-
section introduces some of them in order to show the variety of opportunities
without pretending for deep analysis or broad coverage of the options. The dis-
cussed below markers are depicted in Fig. 4 from left to right in order of their
appearance in the text of the subsection.

ARToolKit: marker system [6] is a open-source library, which was originally
created for augmented reality applications. Its main application was an evalu-
ation of camera position and orientation in space relatively to a set of static
tags (markers). ARToolKit tag has a square shape black boundary frame with a
user-defined image inside. By default, internal image contains icon Hiro, which
is the name of its inventor Hirokazu Kato from Nara Institute of Science and

Fig. 4. First row, from left to right: ARToolKit, Circular Data Matrix, ARToolKit Plus
and Maxicode. Second row, from left to right: RuneTag, BlurTag, Cantag, Fourier Tag.
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Technology. ARToolKit uses a simplified marker detection algorithm and any
detected potential marker is then matched against existing tag templates. If the
marker is successfully mapped, it is accepted as valid and next the value inside
the black frame is decoded.
Circular Data Matrix: [12] is a concentric circular marker, which is generated
by applying three basic criteria: an unambiguous identification of marker points
with high accuracy and speed, an ability to generate thousands of different vari-
ations of internal codes, and a high degree of reliability of marker recognition.
The structure of the tag is as follows: the first (external) ring is always black,
the internal ring (in the centre) consists of a black circle and a white dot in the
centre, which is often referred as an eye. The other data rings in-between are
used to determine the marker orientation and contain its identification.
ARToolKit Plus Marker: [6] is a newer version of ARToolKit that was
inspired by ARTag design and technology. The marker uses the same principle
of detection as the original ARToolKit, but differs in its approach to tag identi-
fication. Although the marker looks similar to ARTag, the process of coding an
internal image is completely different.
MaxiCode Marker: [14] is a high-capacity, two-dimensional machine-readable
code, that was originally created for shipping and load receiving systems. The
code is reduced to one standard size - one inch per one inch, with tolerances
corresponding to thermal laser printing. Any information regarding the product
in question may be included, namely its weight, a serial number, material type,
classification, and a degree of danger.
RuneTag: [3] is a marker system, that was proposed by University of Venice,
is characterized by a circular arrangement of dots at fixed angles containing one
or several concentric rings. The marker is built by partitioning a disk into sev-
eral evenly distributed sectors. Each sector, in turn, can be divided into several
concentric rings, referred as levels, and a level determines a slot where a dot
could be placed. Each dot has a radius that is proportional to a level at which
the dot is located. With a help of the suggested organization of the dots marker
localization becomes easy and some information could be encrypted into the tag.
RuneTag authors emphasize that their tag has high resistance to occlusions and
claim that it was successfully detected with up to 70% of its area occlusions in
the experiments [3].
BlurTag: system algorithm [15] relies on the ability to detect blurred patterns.
For this reason, the authors designed a checkerboard pattern that is well suited
to estimate point spread functions and could be robustly detected in a presence
of blur. The goal of making an out-of-focus pattern was the calibration with
different focus settings of an optical system; this allows to maintain a full cov-
erage of an image and a comparable apparent resolution of a target at different
distances without changing the target pattern. In [15] the authors presented
the dependence of square detection on the level of blur kernel size (sigma) and
camera resolution, and claimed that BlurTag demonstrated its strengths with
gradually increasing amount of blur at sufficient image resolution, while CALTag
marker system failed to resist equivalent levels of blur.
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Cantag: [16] is an open source software toolkit for building marker-based vision
systems that can identify and locate markers. System implements two design
types of tags: circle shape (CircleTag) and square border (SquareTag). Square
tags carry a larger symbolic data payload than a circular marker of the same
size, whereas circular tags offer better location and pose accuracy.
Fourier Tag: [19] is a synthetic fiducial marker used to visually encode informa-
tion and provide controllable positioning. This marker could be used for interac-
tive control, e.g., employing fiducial markers to directly facilitate human-robot
interaction. For example, it could be useful for a scuba driver to communicate
with a swimming robot vehicle in order to indicate desired actions or behaviours.

3 Experimental Setup for Experiments Using FaceCam
1000X

The main purpose of this work is to compare resistance of markers to occlusions
and rotations with regard to various rotation axis. We define occlusion as a
partial overlap of a tag with other objects(s). The rotation resistance reflects
ability of a tag to be detected and recognized at various rotation angles with
regard to rotation axes. In this work we compare three fiducial marker systems:
AprilTag, ARTag and CALTag to explore their performance in the presence of
systematic occlusions and rotations around X, Y and Z axes. In this section we
briefly discuss the experiments design and experimental results using Genious
FaceCam 1000X camera, which are described in more details in our previous
work [18].

Identification number (ID) of each ARTag marker is encoded with 36 bits
that are obtained with a number of manipulations from a unique 10-bit (kernel)
sequence. The resulting sequence of 36 bits is encoded with white and black
cells to form a tag (white cells for 1 bits and black cells for 0 bits). For the
experiments we randomly selected ARTag tags with ID 2, 3, 6, 34 (Fig. 5).

AprilTag system uses modification of the lexicode algorithm and rejects tags
with too simple codewords, which would produce simple geometric patterns. We
utilize arbitrarily selected tags with IDs 4, 6, 8, and 9 (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5. Top set of images: ARTags with ID 2, 3, 6 and 34. Bottom set of images:
AprilTags with ID 4, 7, 8, 9 [17].
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The first part of experiments was performed with Genius FaceCam 1000X
camera. The main purpose of using low quality camera was to explore marker
capabilities in a non-ideal environment. In addition, this selection simplified the
experimental process as the camera was directly connected to a PC and we
avoided a necessity to collect images from robot cameras and further transfer
them to a PC for further analysis.

We randomly selected four different ARTag markers with ID 2, 3, 6, 34 and
four AprilTag markers with ID 4, 6, 8, 9. Two CALTag markers were selected -
one with 4×4 and another with 9×6 grid size. CALTag 4×4 represents the size
of AprilTag and ARTag printed markers and CALTag 9×6 almost fills up A4
format paper. For each marker we provided the same conditions of room illumi-
nation and camera position with respect to the tag. We conducted four types
of experiments: marker rotation around the axis, systematic occlusion, arbitrary
overlap with an object, and a combination of systematic occlusion with marker
rotation.

For the experiments, we set up rotation axis with regard to the observ-
ing camera (Fig. 6). X-axis (longitudinal axis), which is responsible for rota-
tions of a marker in Type 1C experiments (Subsect. 3.1), is orthogonal to the
marker plane, passes through a central point of the contact line of the marker
image and its supporting plane, and points out in the direction of the camera.
Y -axis (horizontal lateral axis), which is responsible for rotations of a marker
in Type 1B experiments, coincides with the contact line of the marker image

Fig. 6. Scheme of marker rotation. Type 1A experiment represents rotation about Z
axes, type 1B experiment represents rotation about Y axes and Type 1C experiment
represents rotation about X axes.
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and its supporting plane. Z-axis (vertical normal axis), which is responsible for
rotations of a marker in Type 1A experiments, passes through a central point of
the contact line of the marker image and its supporting plane and points upward
from the supporting plane, thus completing a right-hand coordinate frame.

The discussed below experiment design is an extension of our previous work,
which described experiments with ARTag, AprilTag and CALTag systems using
Genius FaceCam 1000X camera and Basler acA640-90gc mono camera [17,18,
20]. In these experiments ARTag and AprilTag showed high sensitivity to edges
overlap experiments and satisfactory level in arbitrary overlap experiments, while
CALTag demonstrated best results in both type of experiments (systematic edges
overlap and arbitrary tag interior overlap).

3.1 Type 1 Experiments: Marker Rotation

In Type 1A: experiments each marker was fixed at two points that formed a
vertical rotation axis Z being drawn from a bottom to a top of a marker and
passed through the marker center. The rotations were performed clockwise and
counter-clockwise for 10, 20, 30, 45, 55 and 65◦ in both directions around Z-axis
(Fig. 7 demonstrates Type 1A experiment with ARTag marker).

In Type 1B: experiments for each marker the rotations were performed
clockwise and counter-clockwise around Y-axis (lateral axis) for 10, 20, 30, 45,
55 and 65◦ in both directions.

In Type 1C: each marker was fixed at its central bottom point and the
rotation was performed clockwise and counter-clockwise around X-axis for 0,
22.5, 45, 67.5, and 90◦ in both directions.

3.2 Type 2 Experiments: Systematic Occlusion

Each tag was covered with a white paper rectangular template that was occluding
K% of the markers area starting from the marker bottom, where K gradually
took values of 0%, 10%, 20%, 50%, 70%.

Fig. 7. Experiments of AprilTag rotation around Z-axes using FaceCam 1000X [18].
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3.3 Type 3 Experiments: Marker Rotation with Systematic
Occlusion

In marker rotation with systematic occlusion experiments Type 1C and Type
2 experiments were combined together. The marker was rotated clockwise (and
counter-clockwise) around X-axis (longitudinal axis) in its plane for 0, 22.5, 45,
67.5, and 90◦ and simultaneously occluded with the white paper rectangular
template for 0%, 10%, 20%, 50%, and 70% of its area. Figure 8 demonstrates an
example of rotated CALTag 9×6 marker by 22.5, 67.5, and 90◦ in both directions
with a simultaneous 20% occlusion by the white paper rectangular template.

3.4 Type 4 Experiments: Arbitrary Overlap with an Object

Each tag was randomly overlapped with one of three different objects so that
an object was entirely located within tags area and thus the overlap percentage
was always kept constant. The first object was a white thick paper strip of
13 cm width and 2.5 cm length with 32.5 cm area. The second object was a metal
scissors with 7.99 cm area. The third object was a black plastic strip of 15.7 cm
width and 2.6 cm length with 40.82 cm area. This way, for each experiment the
constant overlap percentage was always known in advance. For the black strip
case, it covers the interior and crosses the boundaries of each tag (Fig. 8). For
the white strip case and scissors, they cover only the internal pattern of each
tag. With each of the three objects for each tag, 25 experimental trials were
conducted. We emphasize a special case for the 4×4 size CALTag: if the strip
is placed strictly along the marker side, the occupied area percentage decreases
as strips width exceeds marker size. In this case, the overlap percentage varies
between 25.5% and 33.84% for the white strip and 26.53% and 40.20% for the
black strip.

4 Experimental Results with FaceCam 1000X Camera

To conduct the experiments we apply the available for public use official software
of CALTag and AprilTag. For ARTag system we used ArUco library, which
provides detection algorithms for different types of tag families [7]. The markers
were printed on white paper with the following sizes:

– ARTag: 15.2 × 15.2 cm, total area 231.04 cm2

– AprilTag: 13.5 × 13.5 cm, total area 182.25 cm2

– CALTag 4×4: 9.8 × 9.8 cm, total area 96.04 cm2

– CALTag 9×6: 21.7 × 14.7 cm, total area 318.99 cm2

It is worth noticing that the two types of occlusion (systematic and arbi-
trary) had slightly different experimental implementation. Systematic occlusion
models a typical real world situation when a marker is only partially visible due
to its rotation and inclination. For an arbitrary occlusion an extrinsic object
overlapped only interior of the tag and affected only the recognition stage of
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Fig. 8. Experiments of arbitrary overlap with a black strip object. Top set of images:
CALTag 4×4 marker, bottom set of images: AprilTag ID 8 [18].

marker pattern detection. The experimental results for ARTag (ID 2, ID 3, ID
6, ID 34), AprilTag (ID 4, ID 6, ID 8, ID 9) and CALTag (4×4 and 9×6 sizes)
using Genius FaceCam 1000X camera are summarized in more details in [18].

In case of normal and lateral tag rotations AprilTag and CALTag were suc-
cessfully detected and recognized at any angle from the set [10, 20, 30, 45, 55,
65] degrees for both rotation directions, while ARTag showed sensitivity to any
normal axis rotations and especially for large rotation angles of 55 and 65◦. In
a case of lateral rotation by 55 and 65◦, two markers (ARTag with ID = 3 and
ARTag with ID = 6) were not detected in one of rotation directions: counter
clockwise or clockwise. In Type 4 experiments (arbitrary overlap with the black
strip object) the strip was arbitrary placed within an internal part of a marker
and crossed the marker boundaries. For each marker, twenty five experiments
were performed and the strip object position on the marker was arbitrarily dif-
ferent in each experiment. In fact, the black colour of the strip makes it difficult
to read binary code of the marker since all markers are monochrome and the
strip crosses the marker boundaries. For each of the tag we calculated percentage
of the overlap with the object; however, a special case was CALTag 4×4 marker
since because of its small size, the overlapped area varied from 25.5% to 33.84%.
ARTag and AprilTag demonstrated particular sensitivity to overlapping in this
set of experiments - edge overlapping disabled marker unique feature detection,
which in turn resulted into a failure of marker detection stage. On the other
hand, CALTag 4×4 and 9×6 markers were detected in 46 out of 50 experiments,
which demonstrated CALTag resistance to it’s internal pattern area overlapping
including the boundaries.
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The experiments with scissors demonstrated the dependence of marker recog-
nition algorithm on overlap of the marker interior with a complex object. While
within these experiments ARTag system showed high reliability to this type
of occlusion and AprilTag system was fairly sensitive (out of the one hundred
experiments, AprilTag markers were not recognized only in 15 trials), CALTag
4×4 and 9×6 demonstrated the best results.

The experiments with the white strip object demonstrated the dependence of
marker recognition algorithm on overlap of the marker interior. ARTag system
obtained the lowest scores relatively to other marker systems: out of the one
hundred experiments only two were successful. This result confirms that white
colour of the strip makes it difficult to read binary code of the marker due to
the markers’ monochrome colours nature. For AprilTag only 7 experiments were
successful out of 100. On the opposite, CALTag 4×4 markers successful rate was
88% and 9×6 markers successful rate was 96%. Thus, CALTag marker system
demonstrated the best resistance to overlapping of interior due to markers design
and recognition algorithm. Yet, these results supported the initial assumption
that white colour of the strip makes it difficult to read binary code of the marker
as all markers are constructed from monochrome colours.

5 Experimental Setup and Results for Basler Camera

Next, we repeated the described in Sect. 3 experiments with AR-601M humanoid
robot eye mono camera Basler acA640-90gc (Fig. 2). The experimental results
are summarized in Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11. Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7 and 8 present the results of systematic occlusion experiments. All tags were
completely resistant to rotations about vertical Z-axis in Type 1A experiments
(Fig. 9) and rotations about horizontal Y-axis in Type 1B experiments (Fig. 10)
unlike the same experiments with FaceCam 1000X camera. The markers were
detected and recognized at any given angle for both rotation axes (Tables 1
and 2).

In Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, “2/2” denotes a successful detection of the
marker under rotation about an axis in both clockwise and counter-clockwise
directions; “1/2” corresponds to successfully detection only for one of rotation
directions, while “0/2” marks unsuccessfully detection for both clockwise and
counter-clockwise directions. Tables 3, 4, 5 and 6 demonstrate results of marker
rotation around X-axis with a simultaneous systematic occlusion, that corre-
sponds to Type 3 experiments. ARTag and AprilTag demonstrated identical
results, and their success rates are showed in Tables 3 and 4. Moreover, April-
Tag and ARTag marker’s occlusion resistance did not depend on camera quality.
Table 7 summarizes results of successful detection rate with regard to the marker
systematic occlusion percentage in experiments of Type 2 for all markers.
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Fig. 9. Experiments of AprilTag marker rotation with regard to Z-axis by 0, 30 and
55◦ in both directions.

Fig. 10. Experiments of ARTag marker rotation with regard to Y-axis by 10, 20 and
65◦ in both directions.

Table 8 shows success rate (percentage) with regard to the marker rota-
tion degree around X-axis for all markers. CALTag 4×4 demonstrated better
results with Basler acA640-90gc camera than the same experiments with Face-
Cam 1000X camera. Table 6 shows that CALTag 4×4 is resistant to 50% and
70% systematic occlusion with simultaneous tag rotation around X-axis. Table 9
demonstrates the results of arbitrary overlap with an object of Type 4 experi-
ments, for the black strip object. As the tags have different sizes while the strip
size is constant, the percentage of occluded tag area differs between the tags.
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Table 1. Marker rotation around normal axis: experiments with Basler acA640-90gc.

Tag 0◦ 10◦ 20◦ 30◦ 45◦ 55◦ 65◦

ARTag (ID 2) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

ARTag (ID 3) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

ARTag (ID 6) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

ARTag (ID 34) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 4) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 6) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 8) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 9) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

CALTag 4×4 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

CALTag 9×6 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

Table 2. Marker rotation around lateral axis: experiments with Basler acA640-90gc.

Tag 0◦ 10◦ 20◦ 30◦ 45◦ 55◦ 65◦

ARTag (ID 2) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

ARTag (ID 3) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

ARTag (ID 6) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

ARTag (ID 34) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 4) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 6) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 8) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

AprilTag (ID 9) 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

CALTag 4×4 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

CALTag 9×6 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

Table 3. AprilTag occlusion and rotation around longitudinal axis: experiments with
Basler acA640-90gc.

Occl./Rot. 0◦ 22◦ 45◦ 67◦ 90◦

0% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

10% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

20% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

50% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

70% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

The strip was arbitrarily placed within an internal part of the tag. For each
tag, twenty-five experiments were performed so that the position of the strip on
the tag was different in each experiment. The black colour of the strip makes
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Table 4. ARTag occlusion and rotation around longitudinal axis: experiments with
Basler acA640-90gc.

Occl./Rot. 0◦ 22◦ 45◦ 67◦ 90◦

0% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

10% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

20% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

50% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

70% 2/2 0/2 0/2 0/2 0/2

Table 5. CALTag 9×6 occlusion and rotation around longitudinal axis: experiments
with Basler acA640-90gc.

Occl./Rot. 0◦ 22◦ 45◦ 67◦ 90◦

0% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

10% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

20% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

50% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

70% 2/2 0/2 0/2 1/2 1/2

Table 6. CALTag 4×4 occlusion and rotation around longitudinal axis: experiments
with Basler acA640-90gc.

Occl./Rot. 0◦ 22◦ 45◦ 67◦ 90◦

0% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

10% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

20% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

50% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

70% 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2 2/2

it difficult to read binary code of the tag, because all tags are monochrome,
while the strip crosses the tags boundaries. A special case was CALTag 4×4 tag,
because due to its small size the overlapped by the strip area varied from 25.5%
to 33.84%. ARTag and AprilTag demonstrated particular sensitivity to tag edges
overlapping with the black strip. Edge overlapping disables tag unique feature
(edge) detection, which in turn results into a failure of tag discovery stage. Yet,
CALTag 4×4 and 9×6 markers were successfully detected in all 50 experiments
with black strip. Table 10 shows the result of arbitrary overlap with an object
Type 4 experiments, for the scissors object. These experiments demonstrated
dependence of tag recognition algorithm on overlap of a marker interior only
with a complex object. CALTag 9×6 and 4×4 were successfully detected and
recognized in all 50 experiments. At the same time, ARTag and AprilTag turned
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to be sensitive to the interior overlapping within a complex object. While the
scissors occluded only 4.38 (for AprilTag) and 3.45 (for ARTag) percent of the
tag area, its complex shape significantly affected the recognition. Table 11 shows
the results of arbitrary overlap in Type 4 experiments, for the white strip object.
Again, CALTag 9×6 and 4×4 demonstrated impressive results: within 50 Type
4 experiments, the detection algorithm had failed only once.

6 Preliminary Results of Virtual Experiments

Obviously, conducting several thousands additional experiments, which are
described in Sects. 3–5, would be beneficial in order to improve statistical results
analysis. As it would be extremely time consuming to perform these manually, we
decided to automate the experiments. We used ROS Gazebo to create a virtual
robot in simulated world environment [1] that could perform required manip-
ulations with markers (Fig. 11). In order to make the simulation more realistic
we added Gaussian noise (Fig. 12) and investigated the dependence of marker
identification success on noise value increase. This work is an ongoing research
and here we present our preliminary results of the simulated experiments for
AprilTag system only.

Table 7. Successful detection rate with regard to the marker occlusion percentage
using Basler acA640-90gc camera.

0% 10% 20% 50% 70%

ARTag 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%

AprilTag 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%

CALTag 4×4 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

CALTag 9×6 100% 100% 100% 90% 40%

Table 8. Successful detection rate with regard to the marker rotation degree around
longitudinal axis using Basler acA640-90gc camera.

0% 10% 20% 50% 70%

ARTag 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%

AprilTag 100% 0% 0% 0% 0%

CALTag 4×4 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

CALTag 9×6 100% 70% 80% 90% 90%
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Table 9. Results of arbitrary overlap experiments with a black strip object using Basler
acA640-90gc camera.

Tag Occlusion percent % Recognition rate

ARTag (ID 2) 17.66 0%

ARTag (ID 3) 17.66 0%

ARTag (ID 6) 17.66 0%

ARTag (ID 34) 17.66 0%

AprilTag (ID 4) 22.39 0%

AprilTag (ID 6) 22.39 0%

AprilTag (ID 8) 22.39 0%

AprilTag (ID 9) 22.39 0%

CALTag 4×4 26.53–40.20 100%

CALTag 9×6 12.79 100%

6.1 Constructing ROS Gazebo Environment

Gazebo is a 3D simulator that is capable of simulating different types of robots in
complicated environment. A broad list of its functionalities includes physics sim-
ulation, models of popular robots and sensors, possibility of developing custom
plugins for robot and sensor control.

For virtual experiments we created a R2D2-like model of robot (called
Observer) that use it’s camera to observe marker rotations (Fig. 11, right).
We added Gaussian noise to robot Observer’s camera using three options for
noise standard deviation (stddev) parameter in range [0, 1]: 0.009, 0.09 and
0.1. Examples of each noise parameter influence on robot camera readings are

Table 10. Results of arbitrary overlap experiments with a scissors object using Basler
acA640-90gc camera.

Tag Occlusion percent % Recognition rate

ARTag (ID 2) 3.45 80%

ARTag (ID 3) 3.45 96%

ARTag (ID 6) 3.45 88%

ARTag (ID 34) 3.45 88%

AprilTag (ID 4) 4.38 92%

AprilTag (ID 6) 4.38 88%

AprilTag (ID 8) 4.38 88%

AprilTag (ID 9) 4.38 96%

CALTag 4×4 8.32 100%

CALTag 9×6 2.5 100%
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Table 11. Results of arbitrary overlap experiments with a white strip object using
Basler acA640-90gc camera.

Tag Occlusion percent % Recognition rate

ARTag (ID 2) 14.06 0%

ARTag (ID 3) 14.06 0%

ARTag (ID 6) 14.06 0%

ARTag (ID 34) 14.06 0%

AprilTag (ID 4) 17.83 4%

AprilTag (ID 6) 17.83 0%

AprilTag (ID 8) 17.83 20%

AprilTag (ID 9) 17.83 0%

CALTag 4×4 25.5–32.5 100%

CALTag 9×6 10.18 96%

demonstrated in Fig. 12. Top left image represents low level of noise with stddev
parameter equal to 0.009 and it corresponds to a common case of real properly
operating cameras. Top right image demonstrates a moderate level of noise with
stddev equal to 0.09. In the bottom image the camera has stddev equal to 0.1,
which corresponds to a high level of noise. Next, we created a robot model called
“Performer” that consists of a static base and a fiducial marker, which is linked
to the base with a revolute joint (Fig. 11, left). The revolute joint is operated
with a PID controller (using ros control package). We modified the controller in
order to perform fiducial marker rotations automatically for a given angle from 0
to 360◦ in both clockwise and counter-clockwise directions around X-axis (imple-
mented as tag rotation node ROS node) for Type 1C experiments (Fig. 6). Our
code is based on existing implementation of AprilTag in ROS within apriltags ros
package [22].

The process of a marker detection works as follows. Performer rotates April-
Tag and publishes a rotation angle into the controller command topic. At the
same time apriltags ros package attempts to detect a marker in a set of cam-
era frames and publishes into/tag detections pose topic the detection procedure
results, which consist of tag pose and orientation. Finally, messages from the two
topics are compared and a conclusion on success or failure of an experiment is
reported.

6.2 Experimental Results

For virtual experiments we used the same AprilTag identification numbers (ID
4, 6, 8, 9) as in manual experiments in Sect. 4. For each marker ID we performed
3000 rotation experiments (1000 experiments for each stddev noise level) and
the results are summarized in Table 12.

In automated experiments AprilTag markers were rotated by the Performer
around X-axis of marker coordinate frame, which was directed from a marker
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Fig. 11. Simulation in Gazebo environment: R2D2-like robot (Observer) with a camera
and a robot that rotates AprilTag marker (Performer).

Fig. 12. Three noise standard deviation parameters. Top left image represents camera
view with 0.009 noise level, top right image represents camera view with 0.09 noise
level. Bottom image represents camera view with 0.1 noise level.

center toward the Observer camera center, and thus the marker was always kept
in the camera field of view. All four markers with different IDs demonstrated
high results. For two IDs, AprilTag ID 4 and AprilTag ID, the markers were
successfully detected in all 1000 virtual experiments with low noise level. In
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total AprilTag success rate was 94.6% for all noise levels, while the lowest result
of 87.2% success rate were scored by AprilTag ID 6 marker with high noise level.

High recognition rate was due to the fact of complete marker visibility for the
robot camera and detection failures could be mainly explained by the presence
of noise, which, obviously, reduced successful rates with the increase of noise
level. Yet, for AprilTag ID 6 and 8 the success rate did not decrease gradually,
and this virtual experimental result requires additional investigation in order to
explicitly emphasise weak and strong features of particular marker IDs.

Table 12. AprilTag detection rate in virtual experiments for marker rotation around
X-axis with varying noise levels.

AprilTag ID Low level Moderate level High level

(0.009) (0.09) (0.1)

AprilTag ID 4 100% 97% 94.5%

AprilTag ID 6 95% 98.9% 87.2%

AprilTag ID 8 99.2% 89% 92.8%

AprilTag ID 9 100% 95.6% 96.7%

7 Conclusions and Future Work

This paper focuses on comparing fiducial marker systems in order to select a
suitable system for camera and manipulator calibration of a Russian humanoid
robot AR-601M, taking into account possible real world situations and difficul-
ties, e.g., marker occlusion by a foreign object or/and its rotation with regard
to an observing camera. From large variety of existing fiducial marker systems
three popular and potentially suitable for our tasks marker systems were selected
for deeper experimental evaluation: ARTag, AprilTag and CALTag. To compare
marker systems performance the experiments were designed to evaluate marker
behaviour under systematic occlusion, arbitrary overlap by foreign objects, rota-
tions with regard to X, Y and Z-axes, and combinations of occlusion and rotation.

ARTag and AprilTag demonstrated high sensitivity to edge overlapping and
satisfactory results to interior overlapping; CALTag showed good results in both
types of occlusion and was successfully detected under up to 50% occlusion of
its area. In experiments of marker rotation using simple Genius FaceCam 1000X
camera ARTag showed sensitivity to wide angles rotation (rotation around Y
and Z axis). But in the experiments with AR-601M robot Basler acA640-90gc
mono camera all markers demonstrated significantly better performance while
being rotated in the interval [0, 65] degrees around Y or Z axis in both clockwise
and counter clockwise directions. In total, the best performance through out the
manual experiments was achieved by CALTag marker system which significantly
outperformed ARTag and AprilTag systems.

In order to have statistically significant performance evaluation thousands
of experiments are required, which is rather unfeasible to perform manually.
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Therefore we decided to automate this task through virtual experiments in ROS
Gazebo environment. In this paper we presented preliminary results of 3000 pilot
virtual experiments for AprilTag markers (ID 4, 6, 8, 9), which were evaluated
with regard to the rotation around X-axis only in a presence of Gaussian noise
of low, moderate and high levels. AprilTag system demonstrated good perfor-
mance even with a high level of noise (with stddev parameter being equal to
0.1). Similar pilot experiments for AprilTag markers rotation around Z-axis only
demonstrated that AprilTag is more sensitive under such rotations and could
not be detected when a rotation exceeds 50◦ [21].

Further we plan to run a full-size set of virtual experiments for ARTag, April-
Tag and CALTag that would repeat the presented in this paper manual exper-
iments. This would provide statistically significant results, which could support
or question our conclusions that are based on manual experiments. We also plan
to explore RuneTag [3] and BlurTag [15] systems, and to compare calibration
results, that will be obtained with CALTag, with the classical chessboard pat-
tern [23] and with ArUco calibration pattern [7] in order to select the most
successful fiducial marker system with regard to our goal of AR-601M humanoid
cameras and manipulators calibration.
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